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Rihanna's documentary film is a go

That's right, you read correct; production company, Film 45, has announced
that a Rihanna documentary �lm is of�cially in the works!

With her good girl gone bad attitude; her tendency to drop tracks in the middle of

the night, and her ability to slay street style like a boss, we can guarantee the pop

queen’s documentary film will not disappoint!

As promised by Film 45, the documentary film, titled Rihanna, is set to give us mere

fans a completely uncut, honest and rebellious glimpse into the superstars world.

"Peter Berg's Rihanna is an unfiltered look into Rihanna's life and how she's

ascended to become a global icon, providing a glimpse into the evolution of one of the

world's most well-known pop artists," says Film 45.

While there is no word yet on when the Rhianna documentary film will be released,

we can guarantee it will shine bright like a diamond while it follows the more serious

side of what it takes to be a successful pop artist.
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"(The documentary film) will follow this true international superstar as she navigates

life as an artist, businesswoman, and humanitarian, while contending with the

inherent pressure of artistic freedom,” say Film 45.
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3,162 likes 59 comments

While we’re curious to have a look at the behind the scenes making of her latest game

changing, genre blending album ANTI; it’s also her flawless demeanour and her

numerous collaborations with big-brands, like PUMA (/fashion-news/the-week-

puma-and-rihanna-joined-forces.html?

highlight=WyJyaWhhbm5hIiwicmloYW5uYSdzIl0=), that we are keen to

understand!

We can’t wait another FourFiveSeconds for the Rihanna documentary film to drop!

Words: Taylah Scanlon
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